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VIETNAM, THE UNDISCOVERED GEM  
YOUR PORTFOLIO MAY BE MISSING 

Vietnam: An Intriguing 
Alternative?  
Enter Vietnam—a rising star in the Asian landscape. This 
country boasts several compelling a ributes: 
 
Robust Growth Outlook: Vietnam’s economy is on an 
upward trajectory, driven by factors such as a young 
popula on, increasing consumer spending, and a thriving 
manufacturing sector. 
 
Foreign Direct Investment Magnet: Investors are 
increasingly drawn to Vietnam due to its business-friendly 
policies, strategic loca on, and compe ve labour force. 
 
Affordable Stock Market: Vietnam’s stock market 
offers opportuni es at a reasonable value, making it an 
appealing prospect for investors. 
 
Emerging Market Potential: Vietnam’s imminent 
upgrade to Emerging Market status is an cipated —a 
development that could further boost investor interest. 
In summary, while India remains a solid choice, Vietnam 

deserves closer examina on. As you evaluate investment 
op ons, consider Vietnam alongside India—it might just be 
the hidden gem your por olio needs.  

 
Is Vietnam an alternative 
investment to India? 
Having returned from a recent trip to Vietnam, it is 
becoming evident that interest in the country, along with 
the broader ASEAN region, is on the rise. However, despite 
this trend, India remains the favoured market in Asia today. 
We wish to explore the markets further below with a view 
to helping clients decide where to allocate funds in Asia ver 
the next 3 to 5 years.  
 
India, the established favourite: India’s growth 
narra ve extends well into the next decade. With a large 
and dynamic popula on, a burgeoning middle class, and a 
robust service sector, India con nues to a ract investor 
a en on. Investors are well aware of India’s poten al. 
However, valua ons have already adjusted to reflect this 
op mism and as a result, we believe some cau on is 
warranted. 

Over the past 6 months we’ve engaged in conversa ons with numerous clients and a recurring theme has emerged: A growing 
interest in alloca ng funds to India.  However, we believe it’s essen al for investors to broaden their horizons beyond India and 
explore other Asian markets. While India remains an a rac ve investment des na on, concerns about its valua on persist.  As 
the Indian market con nues to evolve, investors should consider diversifying their por olios. 
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Vietnam, the undiscovered  gem: Vietnam remains 
rela vely undiscovered by global investors, which is 
surprising given its economy is thriving, driven by 
manufacturing, tourism and consump on and a young 
workforce.  
 
The table below outlines some basic economic sta s cs on 
each country for comparison.  

 
The data paints a favourable picture for Vietnam. Whilst the 
country’s projected GDP growth aligns closely with other 
emerging Asian countries, Vietnam stands out with its 
robust balance sheet and prudent fiscal policies and healthy 
current account.  
 
Healthy Deficit: Vietnam’s prudent management of its 
finances translates into a more sustainable economic 
trajectory.   
 
Debt-to-GDP Ratio: Despite experiencing rapid growth 
during the Covid period, Vietnam’s debt-to-GDP ra o has 
consistently declined.  This is a remarkable feat, especially 
when contrasted with other na ons.  Currently standing at 
35%, Vietnam’s debt-to-GDP ra o remains manageable.  
Even with a planned 4% fiscal deficit, the overall debt 
burden is expected to decrease as a percentage of GDP.  
This favourable posi on provides ample room for Vietnam 
to ramp up infrastructure investments without 
compromising fiscal stability. 
 
Both Vietnam and other countries are ac vely inves ng in 
capital projects. Their governments share a common goal: 
Driving sustained economic growth. 
 
 

In summary, Vietnam’s prudent fiscal management 
posi ons it well for future endeavours. As we evaluate 
investment opportuni es, let’s keep an eye on this 
dynamic na on alongside its peers. 
 

Vietnam’s Economic Resilience: A 
Tale of Recovery 
Before delving into stock market dynamics, let’s explore 
Vietnam’s economic trajectory. 
 
In recent mes, Vietnam weathered a challenging period 
spanning the end of 2022 and early 2023.  
 
Aggressive Interest Rate Hikes: In 2022, Vietnam 
faced aggressive interest rate increases. These sudden hikes 
sent shockwaves through the stock market, impac ng 
investor sen ment. 
Government Crackdown on Bonds and Real 
Estate (2022-2023): Simultaneously, the government 
cracked down on the corporate bond and real estate 
markets. Banks scrambled to secure deposits to shore up 
liquidity which, pressed further upward pressure on interest 
rates of loans. Regulatory oversight dampened individual 
investor confidence, leading to cau ous market behaviour. 
Bureaucratic hesitation and unintended 
consequences: Bureaucrats, wary of poten al 
repercussions, hesitated to approve projects. Fear of 
corrup on allega ons loomed large.  Consequently, supply 
constraints persisted, impac ng property development and 
sales. 
Unemployment and Global Destocking (Early 2023): 
During the early part of 2023, some export sectors 
witnessed rising unemployment due to the global 
destocking cycle. 
Resilience and Recovery (Late 2023): Vietnam 
responded swi ly. Interest rates were cut, providing relief 
to businesses and investors. Exports rebounded, pushing 
the economy back into growth territory. Foreign direct 
investment (FDI) surged to record levels by the end of 2023.  
Notably, Vietnam is emerging as the largest beneficiary of 
the China +1 strategy in Asia. 
 
The de is turning in property too, supply is gradually 
improving, and sales are poised for growth in 2024, gaining 
momentum in 2025.  We now stand at the dawn of a new 
property cycle, with construc on ac vity expected to 
accelerate.  
 
In summary, economic growth and consumer confidence 
are set to rise. Vietnam’s ability to adapt, recover, and 
a ract investment underscores its resilience. As we analyse 
investment opportuni es, understanding this context is 
crucial. 

  INDIA VIETNAM 

GDP PER CAPITA 2023 $2612 $4300 

EXPECTED GDP GROWTH 2024 
AND 2025 

6-7% both years 6-7% both years 

 FISCAL DEFICIT 5.8%, excludes 
state deficits 

4%, but typically 
underspends 

DEBT TO GDP 80% 35% 

CURRENT ACCOUNT Deficit/
surplus 

-3.7% 3.5% 

CAPTIAL INVESTMENT % OF 
GDP 

31% 34% 

EXPECTED EPS GROWTH ‘24 
AND ‘25 

14% and 14% 17% and 20% 

MARKET P/E MULTIPLE ‘24 
AND ‘25 

20.5x and 18.3x 11.6x and 9.8x 

STOCK MARKET CAPITALISA-
TION AS % OF GDP 2022 

105% 41% 

DAILY MARKET TURNOVER $11bn Approx. $1bn 

Source: Bloomberg  
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India, urban resilience and 
consistent growth.  
Unlike Vietnam, India isn’t emerging from a depressed 
economic state. Instead, it has maintained consistent 
growth throughout 2022, 2023, and early 2024.The urban 
consumer remains robust, driving spending. Personal loans 
have surged at an impressive 25% annually. 
 
Property cycle has legs: The property cycle, ini ated a 
couple of years ago, con nues unabated. Major property 
companies trade well above their net asset values (NAVs).  
Similar to Vietnam and other ASEAN na ons, India faces an 
undersupply of high-quality urban proper es. This scarcity 
suggests that the property cycle can extend for several 
more years 
 
Are we  at the start of a new private capex cycle?  
India awaits a surge in private capital expenditure (capex). 
This could be the catalyst for sustained growth post the 
upcoming elec on. Rural India holds the key. Despite 
challenges post-Covid, rising real wages could fuel a 
rebound, complemen ng the urban consumer’s credit-
driven spending. 
 
In summary, India’s economic narra ve is mul faceted—a 
blend of urban resilience, rural aspira ons, and the promise 
of private investment. 
 

Contrasting stock markets 
When it comes to stock market dynamics, India and 
Vietnam exhibit dis nct features.   
 
India, vast and diverse:  
India’s stock market is expansive, offering a plethora of 
investment opportuni es. It houses a mul tude of 
companies across various sectors. 
 
Financials play a significant role, cons tu ng 
approximately 18% of the Indian market index. 
 
Vietnam, financials heavy: The financials sector takes 
centre stage comprising a substan al 40% of the market 
index.  This lack of breadth can limit investment 
opportuni es.  
 
In Vietnam, banking stocks o en trade at a discount 
compared to other sectors. Notably, the average price-to-
earnings (PE) ra o for banks stands at 7.9x, and the price-to
-book (P/B) ra o hovers around 1.6x. At first glance, one 
might assume this discount results from poor return on 
equity (ROE), sluggish growth, or a troubled historical track 
record. However, the reality tells a different story. 

Strong Fundamentals 
ROE  Resurgence: Over the past 5 to 10 years, Vietnam’s 
banks have demonstrated robust performance. The average 
ROE now approaches 20%, signalling healthy profitability. 
 
Earnings Momentum: Expect earnings growth to 
con nue in the high teens throughout 2024 and 2025. 
 
Resilience Amid Challenges: Despite naviga ng the 
Covid pandemic and a property downturn, major 
Vietnamese banks have maintained their financial stability. 
Balance sheets remain robust, and lending capacity remains 
intact. 

  
The discount observed in Vietnam’s banking sector is not 
reflec ve of underlying weaknesses. Instead, it presents an 
opportunity for investors to explore this undervalued 
segment with confidence.  
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What is fair value? 
 
India: A Deep and Liquid Market: India’s stock 
market is well-established, providing an alterna ve 
investment avenue for global investors seeking 
diversifica on beyond China. Strong domes c inflows 
further bolster India’s appeal. 
 
India’s re-ra ng journey over the past 5 to 10 years has 
been significant. Currently, its two-year forward price-to-
earnings (PE) mul ple stands at 18.3x, nearly double that of 
Vietnam. But how do we determine the right discount for 
Vietnam compared to India? The answer lies in subjec vity; 
Vietnam operates as a fron er market, characterized by 
unique challenges. Limited inves ble stocks, foreign 
ownership restric ons, and lower liquidity are factors that  
warrant a discount.   

 
While acknowledging these differences, should India trade 
at almost double Vietnam’s valua on when over the 
medium term, their economic growth outlooks look to 
converge? 
 
Vietnam: The Frontier Market with Potential: 
Vietnam operates as a fron er market, characterized by 
unique features. Prefunding requirements and foreign 

ownership restric ons impact trading in Vietnam. 
Domes c investors dominate daily liquidity, o en engaging 
in short-term margin trading, contribu ng to market 
vola lity. Vietnam aspires to transi on from a fron er 
market to an emerging market.  The Vietnamese 
government’s efforts may lead to FTSE upgrading its status 
in the second half of 2025, followed by MSCI in 2026.  This 
shi  will a ract interna onal investors, especially given 
Vietnam’s rapid development trajectory, akin to China’s 
historical growth. 
 

Despite having the fastest growth outlook and strong macro 
prospects, Vietnam trades at a significant PE discount 
compared to other ASEAN markets.  As Vietnam deepens 

es with the US, Japan, and South Korea, and focuses on 
technological advancements, its valua on dynamics may 
evolve. 
 
We also see markets such as Indonesia and the Philippines 
as undervalued today.  A fairer forward PE mul ple for fast 
growing ASEAN markets might see a return to the 15x + 
they traded at pre Covid offering a rac ve upside for 
longer term investors.  
 

Conclusion 
Over the next three years, Vietnam is poised for robust 
earnings growth as its economy rebounds.  As Vietnam 
ascends to Emerging Market status,. We an cipate a 
poten al 30% rera ng. While risks exist, the rewards 
appear promising.  
 
India, although not cheap, benefits from strong domes c 
inflows. However, it’s unlikely to witness significant mul ple 
expansion from here.  These elevated valua on levels may 
well persist, supported by the domes c flows. However, at 
this price we believe the good news is well known and we 
see more a rac ve risk reward elsewhere in the region. 
 
Author: Lead Por olio Manager – Andrew Williamson-Jones  

Source: Bloomberg 

For more informa on please contact Francis Horn, Email: @hgamuk.com  
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